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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study multiplicative iterative algorithms for the minimization problem 
Minimize l (x) 
subject to x ~O (1.1) 
where I is a convex, continuously di.ff erentiable function on RN with compact level sets, and locally 
Lipschitz continuous gradient. The interest in such algorithms is sparked by the emergence of the EM 
algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation in positron emission tomography, SHEPP and V ARDI [8], 
and by the more or less ad hoe variation proposed by DAUBE-WITHERSPOON and MUEHLLEHNER [2]. 
The EM algorithm belongs to a class of algorithms which arise as the method of successive substitu-
tion for the complementarity equations of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a solution of (1.1), viz. x is 
a solution of (1.1) if and only if 
x ~ 0, \J/(x) ~ 0, 
xi ["V/(x)]j = 0, j=l,2, ... ,N, 
see, e.g., MANGASARIAN [5]. The resulting algorithms have the form 
xj+l =xj (1-"'n ["V/(xn)]j), j=l,2, ... ,N, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where "'n is a relaxation/ steplength parameter. Unfortunately these algorithms are rather complicated 
to analyse, even in the special case of the EM algorithm, VARDI et al. [10]. One notable feature of the 
convergence proof of the EM algorithm is the predominant role played by the Kullback-Leibler infor-
mational divergence between two vectors in R If-, which we feel is only partly explained by the fact that 
the negative log-likelihood function up to a constant can be written as a Kullback-Leibler divergence, 
V ARDI et al. [10). 
The alternative interpretation is to consider these multiplicative algorithms as certain approximate 
"proximal point methods" for (1.1), RocKAFELLAR [7], viz. xn +I is determined/interpreted as an 
approximate solution of the equation 
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Xj + Wn xj['Vl(x)]j = xj, j = 1,2, ... ,N, (1.4) 
or equivalently, via the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, as an approximate solution of the problem 
minimize l(x) + w; 1 d(xn II x) (1.5) 
subject to x ~O 
where d(x lly) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, see [4] or [10], 
N 
d(x lly) = ~ x}og(x/yj) +Yi - Xj. (1.6) 
j=l 
Since d(x lly) ~O always, and d(x lly)~llx -yll~ for x~O, y >0 and (1- x/yi) close to zero for all 
j, the problem (1.5) is indeed closely related to the standard proximal point algorithms, RocKAFELLAR 
[7]. We will not exploit this connection. 
Besides the "exact" algorithm 
xj+l (1 +wn ['Vl(xn+l)=xj, j=l,2, ... ,N, (1.7) 
we can now state the more practical approximate method 
xj +I = xj /(1 + "'n [V' l(xn)]j), j = 1,2, ... , N. (1.8) 
We refer to these two algorithms as the implicit and explicit algorithm, respectively. After appropriate 
scaling, the ISRA method of DAUBE-WlTHERSPOON and MUEHLLEHNER [2] is of the form (1.8). 
The implicit algorithm (1.6) has a decided theoretical advantage, but is not very practical as is, 
whereas (1.7) has the same computational complexity as algorithm (1.2) and is still easy to analyze. 
The key ingredients in the convergence proof of the implicit algorithm (1.6) are two kinds of mono-
tonicity. On the one hand we have that 
l(xn) > l(xn+l) unless xn =xn +I, 
as well as the unexpected 
d(x"llxn) ~ d(x*llxn+l), 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
where x"' is any accumulation point of {xn}n, thus showing that there is at most one accumulation 
point. The existence of such an accumulation point follows from the boundedness of { xn }n (from 
(1.9) and the compact level sets assumption on I), and is easily shown to be a solution of our minimi-
zation problem (1.1). The analysis of the explicit algorithm (1.8) is only slightly more complicated, 
but we need to make a suitable choice for "'n· Apart from establishing the crucial inequalities (1.9)-
(1.10) these convergence proofs are virtually identical with the one given by V ARDI et al. [10] Appen-
dix, for the convergence of the EM algorithm. 
On the theoretical side this study sheds new light on the emergence of the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence in the theory of multiplicative iterative algorithms. There is a modest contribution on the practi-
cal side since a special case of algorithm (1.8) is the image space reconstruction algorithm of DAUBE-
WITHERSPOON and MUEHLLEHNER [2] for emission tomography: the algorithm converges regardless of 
whether the solution is unique or not. In the case of uniqueness the convergence had been shown by 
DE PIERRO [3]. It should also be noted that an inequality similar to (l.10) for the original multiplica-
tive iterative algorithm (1.3) does not seem to be available, except for the EM algorithm. See V ARDI et 
al. [10], Appendix, for a complicated proof. 
Finally, since every scientific endeavor seems to need an acronym we propose to describe our algo-
rithms as MIRA: multiplicative iterative relaxation algorithms. 
3 
2.AssUMPTIONS 
.In this section we state the precise assumptions on the objective function and make a choice for the 
relaxation parameters in the explicit algorithm. 
We make three assumptions about /. 
2.1 The objective function l(x) is continuously differentiable and convex on R~, so for all x,y ER~, 
<\ll(x) - \7/(y), x -y> ;;;.: 0, (2.1) 
cf. MANGASARIAN [5]. Here<·,·> is the usual inn~roduct on RN. 
2.2 The level sets of I are compact, i.e. for every y ER~ the set 
{ x E R~ : l(x) ~ l(Y)} is compact (2.2) 
2.3 The objective function I (x) has a locally Lipschitz continuous gradient, i.e. for every compact 
subset C of R~ there exists a constant L < oo such that for all x,y EC 
11\7/(x) - \7/(Y)l'2 ~ L llx -yl'2. (2.3) 
We choose the relaxation parameter "'n in algorithm (1.8) as "'n = w(xn) where 
w(x) = (max{M,2ll\7/(x)ll 00 , 211Lx - ~ \7/(x)ll 00 })- 1 . (2.4) 
in which Mis an arbitrary, fixed constant, and Lis the Lipschitz constant of \ll(x) for the line seg-
ment 
{x - t D(x) \7/(x): 0~ t ~(2i1\7/(x)ll 00 )-I}. (2.5) 
Here D(x) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements xi. x 2, ••• ,xN. For algorithm (1.7) any "'n 
will do, as long as inf "'n >0. The existence of xn +I ;..:o as "defined" by (1.6) follows from its interpre-
- tation as the exact, unique solution of (1.4): note that d(xnllx) is convex in x and tends to infinity as 
x does so. 
It is obvious that we need that 1 +wn [\7/(x)]1 >0 for all j, so w(x) ~ (211 \7/(x)ll.)())- 1 is a reason-
able choice. The modification (2.4) is motivated by the desire that I (xn) > I (xn + 1 ), see Lemma 3.1. 
We comment briefly on the above assumptions. The assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are pretty much essen-
tial. The assumption 2.3 justifies the particular choice of w(x) for which we can prove that {l(xn)}n is 
decreasing. Any alternative assumption 2.3 and choice of w(x) for which this holds true would be fine. 
This observation might prove valuable when generalizing the multiplicative iterative algorithms to 
nondiff erentiable convex objective functions for which then subgradients must be employed. 
3. THE DOUBLE MONOTONICITY OF THE IMPLICIT ALGORITHM 
.In this section we give the d~tively simple proofs of the monotonicity relations (1.9) and (l.10). 
We define the mapping H :R + ~ R ~ as follows. For x ;;;.: 0 we let y be the solution of the equation 
y + w(x) D(Y) \7/(y) = x (3.1) 
and define H(x) as H(x) = y. 
LEMMA3.l. ForanyxER~ wehavel(x)>l(H(x))unlessx=H(x). 
PROOF. Let y = H (x ). By convexity we have 
l(x) - l(Y);;;.: <\7/(Y), x -y > = w(x) <\7/(Y),D(Y) \7/(Y)>. 
Since y;...O this shows that l(x) - l(y)>O unless D(Y) \7/(Y)=O in which case x = y = H(x). 
D 
We state the second monotonicity result in slightly different form. Let m be any number with 
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inf{l(x): x;:;;a.O} ~ m ~ inf {/(x"): n EN} 
and let 
0 = {x* ER~ :/(x·)~m}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x • E ~- For any x 0 >0 we have d (x * llx") ;:;;a. d (x * llx" + 1) for all n. 
PROOF Since x 0 >0 so are all x" and thus d(x*llx") is well defined for all n. Now 
d(x·llxn)- d(x*llx"+ 1) = ~xj log(xJ +I lxJ) + xJ-xJ+l 
j 




Since log( l + t)- 1 = - log(l + t);:;;a. - t we thus get that the above expression is greater than or equal to 
w(x) <\7/(x"+ 1), xn+I -x*> ;:;;a:w(x)[l(x"+ 1)- l(x•)J, 
with the last inequality due to convexity. By the choice of x • En the last expression is nonnegative. 
D 
The convergence of the implicit algorithm is now easily shown along the general outline of the con-
vergence proof of the EM algorithm, V ARDI et al. [10], Appendix. Since it it essentially the same as 
for the explicit algorithm, we omit it here. 
It is interesting to note that the above lemmas have analogues in the continuous case 
dx dt= -w(x)D(x)\ll(x), t>O 
x(O)>O 
where w(x) is any positive scalar function, viz. 
~ I (x (t)) ~o. ~ d (x * llx(t)) ~o 
for suitable x •. 
4. MONOTONICITY OF THE EXPLICIT ALGORITHM 
In this section we prove the monotomicity results for the explicit algorithm. They are slightly messier 
than for the implicit case. 
Let G: R~ ~e~ be defined as 
[G(x)]j = x/(1+w(x)[\7/(x)]j),j=1,2, ... , N. 
By the choice of w(x) obviously G(x) > 0 if x >0, and [G(x)]j = 0 only if Xj = 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. For all x ;:;;a. 0 we have l (x) ;:;;a./ ( G (x )) with equality if and only if x = G (x ). 
PROOF. From the convexity of l we have 
l(x) - l(G(x)) ;:;;a. <\7/(G(x)), x -G(x)>, 
which equals 
(4.1) 
<'Vl(x), x -G(x)> - <'Vl(x)- 'V/(G(x)), x - G(x)> 
Since 'V l is locally Lipschitz continuous, this expression is greater than or equal to 
<'Vl(x), x -G(x)> - Lllx - G(x)ll~ = 
x;l['V/(x)]l · [ w(x) Lxi l 
U>(x) t I+ w(x)['Vl(x)]i I- 1 + w(x)['Vl(x)]i ' 
for the appropriate constant L. By the choice of w(x) this dominates 
! U>(x) ~ xi l['V/(x)]l = ! w(x) <'Vl(x), D(x) 'Vl(x)>. 
j 
and the conclusion follows as in the proof of lemma 3.1. D 
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We state some consequences of this lemma, before proceeding with the second monotonicity result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. {/(xn)}n is decreasing. 
COROLLARY 4.3. { xn }n is bounded, and every subsequence itself has a convergent subsequence. 
PROOF. Since l(xn) ;;.o f(xn+l) then for every n, 
Xn E {x ;;.oO: /(x)o;;;;;/(x0)} 
which is a compact set. D 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let V(x) = U>(x) <'Vl(x), D(x) 'Vl(x)>. Then 
V(x).;;;; 4[/(x) - /(G(x))]. 
This last result just summarizes the proof of lemma 4.1. 
We now introduce the following notation. For x EIR~ and y >0 let 
e(xl!Y) = d(xl!Y) + 8 [l(y)-/(x)]/ M (4.4) 
Note that e(xl!Y) is a measure for llx -ylh, provided x solves the minimization problem (1.1), or is 
otherwise known to satisfy I (x) .;;;; l (y ). 
Let m and Sl be defined by (3.2)-(3.3) with { xn }n generated by the explicit algorithm. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x .. E g. Then e(x 0 llxn);;.o e(x • llxn + 1) for all n. 
PROOF. Since x0 >0 we have xn >0 for all n, and so d (x • llxn) is well defined. Again 
d(x* llxn)-d(x 0 llxn+I) = ~xj 1og(xj+1 lxj) + xj-xj +I= 
j 
= ~xj log(l +wn['V(xn)]j)- 1 +wnxj['Vl(xn)]/(l +wn[l(xn)]j). 
j 
Once more, log(l +t)- 1 ;;;.. -t and so the above expression dominates 
Wn<'V l(xn), xn -x* >- ~xjlwn['Vl(xn)Jjl2 1(1 +wn['Vl(xn)]j). 
j 
By the choice of Wn the last sum is dominated by 2wn V(xn) (see Corollary 4.4) and thus by 
8[/(xn)-/(xn+l)]/M. We have thus shown that 
d(x * llxn)-d(x" llxn + 1 );;;.. Wn[l(xn)-l(x * )]-8[/(xn)- /(xn + 1 )]/ M. 
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Since l(xn);;;i.l(x*) the result follows. D 
5. CONVERGENCE OF THE EXPLICIT ALGORITHMS 
With the Lemmas 3.1-3.2 and 4.1-4.4 in hand, the convergence proofs of the two algorithms are virtu-
ally identical. We will just consider the explicit algorithms, since this is the slightly more complicated 
case. 
LEMMA 5.1. The sequence {xn}n generated by the explicit algorithm converges. 
PROOF. By Corollary 4.3 the sequence {xn}n has a convergent subsequence {xn•}k with limit x*, sar 
Then /(x*)=~ .... cx:J(xn'). We may now apply Lemma 4.4 to our x*, thus e(x*llxn);;;i.e(x*llxn+ ) 
for all n. Now for our subsequence {xn•} we have e(x*llxn')~O as k~oo, and by the monotonicity 
then 
lim e(x" llxn) = 0. 
R-+00 
Then also d(x * llxn)~O, and the convergence of { xn }n to x * follows. D 
We finally need to show that the x• obtained above solves the minimization problem (1.1). First we 
have that x* is a fixed point of the iteration xn + 1 = G(xn), so that 
xj [V'l(x*)]j = 0, j= 1,2, ... ,N. (5.1) 
We have of course also that 
xj;;;i.O, j=l,2, ... ,N. (5.2) 
_In order to show that 'Vl(x*);;;i.O consider for a fixed j the ratios rn=xj+ 1!xj. Since {xn}n is 
bounded it follows that liminfn_..00 rn~l or 
liminf wn['V l(xn)]j ;;;i.o. 
R-+00 
It follows that ['V/(x*)]j;;;i.o. Since j was arbitrary, 
['V/(x*)]j;;;i.o, j= 1,2, ... ,N. (5.3) 
Thus, x * satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and is a solution of the minimization problem (1.1 ). 
We have thus proven 
THEOREM 5.2. The sequence {xn}n generated by the explicit algorithm starting from an x 0 >0 converges 
to a solution of the minimization problem ( 1.1 ). 
It should be remarked that in the above proof we can show that x* satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker con-
ditions only after we have shown that {xn }n converges to x*. In the absence of Lemma 4.4 we do 
not have this convergence, and indeed it does not appear to be easy to prove that x * is optimal only 
from knowing that a subsequence of {xn} converges to x* (so l(x*)=timn .... 00 l(xn)), without some 
further assumptions on l(x ). 
6. APPLICATIONS TO LINEAR MODELS 
In this section we discuss some applications of multiplicative iterative algorithms. We consider the 
following class of convex programming problems. Suppose some physical phenomenon is modelled 
by the system of linear equations 
Ax = b (6.l) 
where AERmxN is a nonnegative matrix with nonzero column sums, the data vector bERM is 
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nonnegative and x ER~ describes the physical quantity to be identified. Due to all kinds of approxi-
mations in the modelling process (linearization, statistical effects) the notion of a good solution of the 
system (6.1) needs to be clarified. A common choice is to interpret (6.1) in the least squares sense. 
The "solution" of (6.1) is defined to be the solution of the minimization problem 
minimize llAx -b II~ 
subject to x ;;;::.o. (6.2) 
Slightly more general, let L(y) be a strictly convex function on R~, with compact level sets and 
locally Lipschitz continuous gradient. Typically, L will also depend on the data vector b, but we 
suppress this dependence in the notation. Now choose as interpretation of (6.1) 
minimize L(Ax) 
subject to x ;;a.o , (6.3) 
and we are interested in applying the explicit multiplicative iterative algorithm to the function 
l(x)=L(Ax). We first show that I satisfies the assumptions if Section 2. First of all, it is easy to 
show that l(x) is convex, and has a locally Lipschitz continuous gradient. It should be remarked that 
I (x) is not strictly convex if A has a non trivial nullspace. There remains the question of compact level 
sets of l(x). To settle this, note that for fixed y ER~ the level set of L 
{zER~ : L(z)E:;;L(y)} 
is compact, and so is its intersection with 
A(R~) = {Ax: xER~ }. 
Thus it follows that for every z ER~ the set 
{Ax : l(x)E:;;/(z)' XER~} (6.4) 
is compact. Since A is nonnegative and has nonzero column sums we have that ~A)nR~ ={O}, 
where ~A)={xERN:Ax=O} is the nullspace of A, and so the compactness of (6.4) implies the com-
pactness of 
{xER~ : /(x)E:;;/(z)}, 
i.e. I has compact level sets. Thus I satisfies all our assumptions. The conclusion is that the algorithm 
x0 >0 
xJ+ 1 = xJ!(I+wn[AT\lL(Axn)]j),j=l,2, ... ,N, 
converges to a solution of the minimization problem (6.3). 
We now discuss a few specific examples. 
6.1 Constrained least squares 
We already mentioned the minimization problem (6.1). It is not clear whether the original multiplica-
tive algorithm (1.3) converges in case ~A):f:{O}. In case ~A)={O} the solution of (6.2) is unique, 
and it is not hard to show that then convergence follows. The explicit multiplicative algorithm 
xJ+I = xJ!(l+wn[AT(Axn-b)]j ,j=l,2, ... ,N, (6.5) 
converges for appropriate wn, whether A has full column rank or not. 
6.2 Image space reconstruction algorithm (!SRA) 
If we apply a diagonal scaling in the constrained least squares problem we get 
minimize llAD(X)y-bll~ 
subject toy ;;;::.o (6.6) 
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where D(A) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Ai,A2, ••• ,AN which are all strictly positive, 
and we take x=D(A)y as our solution of (6.1). The algorithm (6.5) applied to (6.6) gives the iteration 
formula 
yj+l = yjl(l +wnAj[AT(AD(A).yn-b)]j), j= 1,2, ... ,N, 
and scaling back to xn, 
xj+l = xj/(1 +wnAj[AT(Axn-b)]j), j= 1,2, ... ,N 
In emission tomography where the column sums of A are normalized to one, 
M 
~aij = 1, j= 1,2, ... ,N, 
i=l 
(6.7) 
the above algorithm is applied with "'n = I and Aj =[AT b ]j. The resulting algorithm has the elegant 
form 
xj+I = xj[ATb)/(ATAxn]j, j=l,2, ... ,N (6.8) 
This algorithm is the image space reconstruction algorithm (ISRA) of DAUBE-WITHERSPOON and 
MUEHLLEHNER [2]. DE PIERRO [3) proves that for algorithm (6.8) we have 
llAxn-bll~;;ai:llAxn+l _bll~, (6.9) 
and proves convergence when the solution of (6.2) is unique. When this is not so, the convergence of 
this method follows from the general theory of Section 5 and Lemma 4.4, combined with (6.9). 
It should be remarked that algorithm (6.8) has been applied in remote sensing for the reconstruc-
tion of temperature profiles, see Chu[l] and references therein, but then in the form, cf. equation (6.1), 
xj=l = xj b/[Axn]j, j =1,2, ... ,N. (6.10) 
This must be regarded with even more scepticism than the algorithm (6.8), since the above algorithm 
necessarily generates an oscillating sequence {xn}n if the system (6.1) is not consistent. The same cri-
ticism would apply to the variation proposed by TwoMEY [9]. 
Note that DE PIERRO [3) considers the minimization problem 
• . . 1 M b mJmm1ze 1<x, x>-< ,x> 
subject to x ;;;i:o 
with M positive definite and M;;ai:O element wise. Our theory applies to this case as well, even when 
Mis only nonnegative definite (but still M;;ai:O element wise) since then the level sets remain compact. 
6.3 Maximum likelihood estimation in emission tomography 
In emission tomography the problem can be stated as the minimization of /(x) d(bllAx) over IR~. 
Here d(·ll-) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (1.6). The EM algorithm of SHEPP and V ARDI [8] has 
the simple form 
xj+l =xj[ATrn]j,}=I,2, ... ,N, (6.11) 
with rf =b;l[Axn];, i = 1,2, ... ,M. It is a special case of algorithm (1.2), in this case 
xj+l = xj{l-wn(l-[ATrn]j)} ,j=l,2, ... ,N. (6.12) 
VARDI et al. [10] were able to prove Lemma 4.1 (easy) and Lemma 4.2 (hard) in this case, but it only 
works for O<wn :i:;;; I. However, LEWITI and MUEHLLEHNER [6] in their experiments advocated the 
choice "'n ~4 after a few iterations so convergence in this case is still an open question. In our version 
of the algorithm we would have 
xj+l = xjl{l+wn(l-[ATrn]j)},j=l,2, ... ,N, (6.13) 
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and there are no restraints on the size of "'n other than the (easily modifiable) choice (2.4), see the 
comments on this choice in section 2. It remains of course to be seen what the practical difference (if 
any) is between the algorithms (6.12) and (6.13). 
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